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COPS-UK SOUTH 17 
NATIONAL TRAINING 
WEEKEND 

11TH – 12TH NOVEMBER 17 
 
Training for reality 
                   Improving Survivability 
This action-packed weekend event has been designed to provide 

essential role specific reality based training that you’ll find hard get 

elsewhere. With over 14 hours of training, our Instructors will 

guarantee to give you an immersive experience in reality combat 

with some fantastic topics on the agenda. Instructors will build on 

previously taught skills for those that have done this course before.  

 

 

 

  

 

 COPS-South 17  

2 Days Training         

 

Open to Police, 

Security, Military, 

Medical, Fire, BCA, 

Family & Friends 

 

The 2017 NATIONAL 

COURSE. 

 

Rob Stenhouse, Tim Taylor, 

Richard Dean, Stu Henderson, 

Keith Sinclare, Barry Hunter. 

Phil White. 

 

ONLY 

£25 per day BCA/IPA  

£40 per day none members 
(£45 on the day) 

 

 

  

IPA -  DEFENSIVE TACTICS 

GROUP 

Venue: Devon & Cornwall 
Police HQ, Exeter, Devon 

EX2 7HQ 

11th and 12th November 17 

Day 1 - 09.00 – 17.00 

Day 2 – 10.00 – 16.00 

 

 

‘THE BODY CAN’T GO WHERE THE 

MIND HAS NEVER BEEN! ’   
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The IPA-DTG are serving and retired members of the law enforcement community, military and 

other individuals who have a particular interest in the subjects surrounding reality based self-defence 

and street survival training.  

 

Our main goal is to establish contact with police/law enforcement & military organizations and 

individuals interested in exchanging and developing the ideas and methods about realistic 

unarmed/armed/firearms combat, arresting and defensive tactics for officers. We do not represent 

any federal, state, law enforcement agency or branch of the Armed Forces of any country and are a 

non-profit organization.  

 

This is the fourth of our action packed courses this year and will build on our COPS UK17 event. It is 

supported by Robert Stenhouse, Tim Taylor, Stu Henderson, Keith Sinclair, Barry Hunter, Phil White 

and Richard Dean. 

 

To attend, please email Rob Stenhouse at Robert.stenhouse@sky.com or r.stenhouse@west-

midlands.pnn.police.uk  

 

 

 

SATURDAY 

Explosive Self Defense Systems Level 1 or Level 2 

Rob Stenhouse 

This is the signature system of the IPA-DTG. It’s where we started and it’s what brought us together. 

Simple and very effective, using natural body movements that anyone can master in a very short 

period of time. It is so simple it is likely to be drawn upon when under attack. Because of this 

simplicity, it is not easily forgotten and is equally easy to refreshed. Ideal for firearms officers, women, 

none combatives, in fact everyone! This course will certificate paractioners in either level 1 or for 

those that attended the previous course level 2, essential if you wish to proceed to Instructor level.  

 

Spontaneous Knife Defence – Basic and Intermediate  

Keith Sinclair   

Keith Sinclair will be repeating his excellent realistic knife defence course he ran throughout the year. 

Bringing home, the realities of knife attacks and exploring the positive actions you can take. Very 

 
To attend the course please pay direct into bank account in advance. Make sure you 

reference payment with your name. Costs at top of page. If you wish to obtain the 

discounted rate please join the IPA or the IPDTA (see below):-  

HSBC bank / IPA-DTG / Sort Code:- 401714 / Acc No 12543192                                                     

mailto:Robert.stenhouse@sky.com
mailto:r.stenhouse@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
mailto:r.stenhouse@west-midlands.pnn.police.uk
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interactive, essential training. This will either be at the basic level for new attendees or intermediate 

for those who attended previous courses. 

 

Switching violence ON and OFF  

Richard Dean 

This is two short courses consisting of two topics. Session 1 - Short cuts for pre-emptive striking. 

When where and how to use this tactical option when faced with a threat or potential threat.  

 

Emergency Response Belt Kit for Vulnerable People (See Attachment)  

Barry Hunter   

Vulnerable people need our help when they do not fully understand what is happening to them or they 

struggle to communicate effectively. So, this course will qualify us to safely restrain and move people 

without undue harm or distress to the vulnerable person by using the Pro-Tactical Soft Restraint Kit®. 

This a viable option for negating the requirement for prolonged manual restraint. It offers staff 

superior control where there is a need to safely control and transport a person. 

 

The usual drinks and networking opportunity on Saturday evening at the local pub.  

 

SUNDAY 

Active Shooter - Knife Defence – Basic and Intermediate levels  

Rob Stenhouse  

Though Keith is teaching the response to a spontaneous attack by a random knife attacker. This 

course seeks to deal with a person whose prepared themselves for a killing spree. Possibly with two 

knives and trained to go for vital organs. What weapons do you hold, what weapons can you use? 

Also, a bit of research and development for a specific attack. Obviously, a huge topic so this will tie in 

with the active shooter response course below. This will either be at the basic level for new attendees 

or intermediate for those who attended previous courses. 

 

Switching violence ON and OFF  

Richard Dean 

Session 2 -  Developing situational awareness, buying yourself time. As we all know, the key to all 

self-defence is situational awareness ‘Keeping left of bang’ will keep you, your colleagues, friends, 

and family safe. If you can see it before it happens you can avoid it in the first place or take 

appropriate action.  

 

Active Shooter Response 

Training Team  

We have all heard about the active shooter attacks going on world-wide and recently in the UK. As an 

emergency responder, have you questioned what you can do about it? On or off duty, it may happen 

to you OR you are the person who has to do something about it! Whether that is similar to the hero’s 

on the Paris train who took on the killer or feeding information to responders, triaging casualties or 

just helping to save yourself, family or friends. This course has been put together to start giving you 
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some options other than just RUN, HIDE and TELL! Not only will you explore what immediate actions 

to take but also essential trauma first aid (catastrophic bleeding).   

 

Accommodation: We recommend the Inn Keepers Lodge, you can get two person rooms if people 

want to share. We are hoping to get it for £50 (TBC) a night so potentially £25 each. We will be 

drinking here on the Saturday night. Please book yourself and let me know if you want to share with 

anyone? And I’ll try and pair people up. Rydon Lane, Exeter EX2 7HL:  innkeeperslodge.com  

0845 112 6076  

 

Dress: 

Training: Lose training clothing, this can be jeans, tee-shirts boots, track suit and trainers, combats, 

police clothing, whatever you wish. You’ll get hot sweaty and dirty at times so not your Sunday best.  

 

Evening: Casuals for a pub night out.  

 

Equipment: None required although may require a water bottle. 

 

Food: There is breakfast included at the hotel, carvery for the evening at the hotel as well as alcohol. 

 

Travel: Let me know if you would like to lift share and contribute to the fuel costs and I’ll try and make 

arrangements. 

   

 

IPA-DTG 

APPLICATION FORM .docx
 

Hi, 

Hers is information about the IPA-DTG if you wish to join. It’s free to join but you need to join the IPA 

FIRST. It’s dead easy and free for the year, you only pay in the second year if you want to. Here is 

the link. Its great value for money and there are loads of benefits. https://www.ipa-

uk.org/ApplicationForm.aspx 

 

IPDTA flyer1.docx

 
If you are none police but wish to join the partner organisation please complete this application. Note, 

if you are IPA-DTG you are automatically an IPDTA member so you don’t need to join twice.  

 

Further information about the IPA-DTG: 

 

new IPA-DTG flyer 2 

- Copy.pdf
 

 

http://www.innkeeperslodge.com/exeter-middlemoor/
https://www.ipa-uk.org/ApplicationForm.aspx
https://www.ipa-uk.org/ApplicationForm.aspx

